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Introduction
This is an EDITED VERSION of the course hand book – further resources i.e.
bibliographies, admin info and hand outs can be found on moodle. If you have
queries about the objectives, structure, content, assessment or organisation of the
course please consult the Course Coordinator.

Course Aims and Objectives
The fundamental aim of the course is to equip students with an understanding and
a working appreciation of both theoretical and operational approaches to key
issues in the field of cultural heritage.

On successful completion of this course a student should:


Have an overview of the interdisciplinary nature of the field.



Understand heritage as a cultural construct and as a conceptual, philosophical,
epistemological, methodological and intellectual concern.



Be familiar with, but be capable of thinking and acting beyond, routinised
‘Eurocentric’ accounts and definitions of cultural heritage and be able to
critically appreciate ‘alternative’, ‘postcolonial’ conceptualisations and
understand the complexities involved in the globalisation of heritage practices.



Be able to inquire into the complexities of the global context of cultural heritage
and to appreciate the value, in particular, of anthropological perspectives in
challenging dominant categories of ‘world heritage’ and addressing alternative
heritage models.



Be able to debate the contested nature of cultural heritage, focusing on such
issues as: authenticity, identity, ideology, ownership, commodification, culture
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and conflict, trauma and memorialisation, cultural/ indigenous/ minority rights,
hybridity and cosmopolitanism, human decency and human dignity.


Be able to critically re-visit the core question – what constitutes cultural
heritage? - and engage with the concerns (notably the moral-ethical issues) that
shape the on-going process of re-conceptualisation, operational transformation
and which define the possible futures of cultural heritage and cultural heritage
studies.

Learning Outcomes

By the end of the course students should be able to demonstrate:


Observation and critical reflection



Application of acquired knowledge



Oral presentation and research skills

Course Information

The full length course books/ hand books on moodle contain further information
about the content and administration. Additional subject-specific reading lists and
individual session handouts will be given out at appropriate points in the course. If
you have queries about the objectives, structure, content, assessment or
organisation of the course, please consult the Course Coordinator(s).

This

information is also available on the Institute web-site: www.ucl.ac.uk/archaeology

ARCLG234 Critical Perspectives on Cultural Heritage
Course Coordinator: Dr Beverley Butler
This course focuses is upon examining ‘heritage’ in conceptual, theoretical,
epistemological and intellectual terms. A stress is placed on the interdisciplinary
nature of the field and upon the utilisation of diverse theoretical sources and
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methodological approaches. Different notions of cultural heritage are explored
using models taken from, amongst others, critical museology, material and visual
cultural theory, archaeology, memory-studies, postcolonial theory and law. An
emphasis is placed upon anthropology and anthropological perspectives vis-à-vis
addressing emergent heritage issues. These issues are subsequently grounded
and problematised in a series of global case-study contexts.

A central objective here is to align with a wider scholarship committed to disrupting
the ‘Eurocentrism’ which continues to dominate cultural heritage theory/ practice
and also with a contemporary ‘politics of recognition’ which is bound up in
articulating new, alternative or ‘parallel’ characterisations of heritage value. We
highlight current debates and contestations by focusing in on issues such as:
authenticity, identity, ideology, ownership, value and commodification; tangible and
intangible heritage; culture and conflict; trauma and memorialisation; cultural/
indigenous and minority rights; hybridity and cosmopolitan flows; human decency
and human dignity. By the end of the first term students should be capable of
thinking beyond mainstream heritage concepts, categories and texts and engaging
with alternative intellectual and methodological frame-works orientated towards the
fundamental re-conceptualisations and reconstruction of core heritage values,
practices and ethics.

Teaching Methods

The course is taught through formal lectures, seminars and visits. The lectures and
seminars will be conducted by UCL staff, with the addition of guest speakers where
relevant who have specialist knowledge and expertise on current projects and
issues. Students are expected to participate actively in the seminars, and will be
required to undertake a considerable amount of self-directed learning. Seminars
have weekly *essential readings*, which students will be expected to have done,
to be able fully to follow and actively to contribute to discussion.
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Essential reading is identified for the seminars and students will be divided into
small groups and will be required to research and conduct seminar sessions.
Students will be assigned topics/ seminar questions and dates for their
presentation in the first seminar session. The topics/ seminar questions will
relate to specific issues chosen by the course Co-ordinator(s)/ Teaching Assistants

Workload

Each week in terms one and two there will be two hours of lectures and one
hour of seminar discussion. In addition you are expected to spend at least 10
hours per week on private reading, plus study and writing for essays and reports.
The total course workload is 360 hours.

There will be several organised trips to a range of cultural heritage sites, museums
etc… usually on alternate Mondays. These are compulsory for students enrolled
on the MA in Cultural Heritage Studies (full-time) and optional for part-time
students and option students. In addition you are encouraged to visit sites and
areas in your own time, and to take a personal interest in tracking cultural heritage
topics that appear in the media.

Prerequisites: This course does not have a prerequisite.

Methods of Assessment

This course is assessed by means of an essay of ca. 4,000 words on a topic
related to the theoretical material from Term 1. Please note that references and
supporting material in the form of appendices are not included in word length. If
students are unclear about the nature of an assignment, they should contact the
Course Coordinator. The Course Coordinator will be willing to discuss an outline of
their approach to the assessment, provided this is planned suitably in advance of
the submission date.
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Submission of Coursework to ‘Turnitin’
In addition to submitting your coursework as described above, it is now a
requirement that you submit it electronically to the Turnitin system. You will be
provided with the necessary code and guidelines for submitting your work for this
course. i.e. Turnitin Course ARCLG234 has the code 597542 and the Turnitin
password for all courses is IoA1314.

The completed work should be handed in no later than: 13th Dec 2013

Communication

The primary channel of communication within the Institute of Archaeology is e-mail.
If you wish to be contacted on your personal or work e-mail address, please
arrange for e-mail sent to your UCL address to be forwarded to your other address,
since staff and other students will expect to be able to reach you through your
College e-mail - which they can find on the UCL web-site. Students must consult
their e-mail regularly, as well as the student pigeon-holes in the Basement
Common Room for written communications. Please also ensure that the Institute
has an up-to-date telephone number for you, in case you need to be contacted.

*Students must check their e-mail frequently as any changes to arrangements
and other messages will be communicated by this means.*

Teaching Schedule

MACHS core-course lectures will be held in Term 1 from 4-6pm on Tuesdays, in
the Pearson Building, Lecture Theatre G22, on the north west side of the Quad.
Seminars will be held in one-hour sessions: 11, 12, 1 or 2pm on Wednesdays, in
B13, Basement Floor, IoA. Several visits will be scheduled. during Term 1 these
will normally be held on alternate Mondays, but, in any event, will be arranged at a
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time mutually convenient to both the organisation being visited and the students.
Further details will be announced closer to the date. In planning your budget for the
year, please be aware that the visits are likely to incur some additional expenditure.

N.B. If it is impossible for you to make a visit, please let the course
coordinator know in advance/as early as possible. A poor turn-out reflects
badly on us all and may jeopardise similar visits in future years.
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Weekly Lecture Schedule

Term One: ARCLG234 Critical Perspectives on Cultural Heritage
Course Coordinator: Dr Beverley Butler

Dates: Monday 30 Sept - Friday 13 December 2013

Week 1

Approaches to Cultural Heritage: Pilgrims, Tourists and Theorists
*Visit – Trafalgar Square – 2/10/13*

Week 2

Chartering the ‘Rise’ of ‘World’ Heritage: Golden Ages, ‘Redemptive
Formulas’ and Global Agencies

Week 3

Archival Imaginations and the Cultures of Collecting: Heritage
Epistemologies and the Emergence of Public Cultures

Week 4

Heritage and Destruction: New Perspectives on Iconoclasm and the
Past in the Present

Week 5

Exhibiting Cultures: Colonising Identities, Postcolonial
Transformations and the Limits of Representation

READING WEEK: 4-8 November

Week 6

Intangible Heritage: Rethinking Performance and ‘Living’ Traditions

Week 7

Indigenising Heritage: Cultural Rights and Wrongs

Week 8

Negative Heritage: Representation and Commemoration of Dark or
Painful Pasts

Week 9

Cultures in Motion: Wellbeing and Heritage Efficacies

Week 10

Heritage Futures: Concluding Discussion
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Lecture Synopsis & Seminar Readings/Questions

Week 1
Lecture: 1 October, 4-6pm

Approaches to Cultural Heritage:
Mythscapes, Pilgrims, Tourists & Theorists
‘At its best, heritage fabrication is both creative art and act of faith. By means of it
we tell ourselves who we are, where we come from, and to what we belong’
(Lowenthal 1996: xiii)

How should we approach the critical study of cultural heritage? We begin our
search for answers by picking up on a powerful analogy made by heritage critics
between the ‘motives’ of the ‘tourist-pilgrims’ engaged in ‘heritage crusades’ and
those of practitioners and theorists engaged in defining the heritage culture and
heritage-work. We also use the themes of ‘image’, architecture and landscape a
means to investigate the construction and ‘deconstruction’ of cultural heritage and
museological discourse. The aim of this session is to profile contested visions of
the cultural heritage and of the museum.

Seminar: 2 October

11- 2pm - Visit to Trafalgar Square
We take as our case-study context and first visit - Trafalgar Square - a heritage site
that has been described as London’s most ‘patriotic’ monument, which almost
since its creation, has also been the favoured arena for political demonstrations
and protest. This session introduces students to the idea of cultural heritage as
‘mythscape’ and as a site for the construction of ‘official’ pasts – in this case the
construction of a celebratory ‘national’ past - which are continually challenged and
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shaped by contestation, change and by alternative, often competing, accounts of
identity and belonging. We use this starting point to draw out further key issues
relating heritage to temporality, memory, nostalgia, tradition, gender, oppression,
empowerment and resistance.

[Meet outside the Archaeology Dept at 11.00 am or at Trafalgar Square,
beneath Nelson’s column at 11.45am]

Seminar Questions
1. What are the benefits and limitations of applying religious metaphors and
analogies and theories of pilgrimage and ritual behaviour to the domain of
cultural heritage? How do these dynamics relate to architectural scripts?
2. How is Trafalgar Square re-presented in terms of public commemoration,
‘mythscape’ and as a ‘sacralised’ site? Critically discuss the relationships to
nation/ post-nation?

Essential Reading
1. Benton, T, and Curtis, 2010, The Heritage of Public Commemoration, in T.
Benton, ed, Understanding Heritage and Memory, MUP, Manchester, pp 44-87
2. Hall, Stuart, "Whose heritage?: un-settling 'the heritage', re-imagining the post
nation" in Third text, 49, 2000, pages 3-13
Please note that students should read across weekly reading lists when
preparing assessed work as many themes and issues in cultural heritage
studies are closely related. Also please browse the museums and heritage
studies shelves in the library for additional material and read related
journals: i.e. Museums Journal, International Journal of Heritage Studies,
Tourist Studies – an International Journal, Public Archaeology Journal,
Museum History Journal, Museums and Society, Present Pasts,
Conservation and Management of Archaeological Sites, Journal of Material
Culture.
The majority of these can be retrieved as e-journals from UCL library site or
elsewhere on the web.
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Week 2
Lecture: 8 October, 4-6pm
Chartering the ‘Rise’ of ‘World’ Heritage:
Golden Ages, ‘Redemptive formulas’ and Global Agencies
‘So called rationalisation thesis has long held sway as a global model of how
modernization inevitably leads to secularization. It is now conceded, however, that
much of the non-western world has taken a different path to modernity, one defies
disenchantment’ (Byrne 2004: 17)
The ‘invention’ of cultural heritage is bound up in powerful mythologies which seek
to reclaim and repossess lost pasts, imagined homelands, ancient Golden-ages
and to salvage the essential, ‘authentic’ self/ selfgroup. Part of the seduction of this
‘traditional’ heritage paradigm is its ‘redemptive’ quality: a return to the ‘past’ is
understood as a means to revive contemporary contexts. In recent times ‘heritage’
has been evoked as a means to ‘cure’ post-modern identity crises and to counteract late-modern experiences of rootlessness, rupture and displacement. In this
session we explore this context by providing both an historical overview of the ‘rise
of heritage’ within the ‘western tradition’ and by examining its relationship to the
‘chartering’ of ‘heritage’ (i.e. the definition and categorisation of ‘heritage’ – whether
cultural, natural or intangible - via national and international legislation and as
legitimated by increasingly professionalised, institutionalised and powerful global
agencies including UNESCO and ICOM). We conclude by shifting the focus of
inquiry from the historical appeals of ‘heritage’ to the romantic, rational and colonial
imagination towards newer challenges made to the dominant ‘Eurocentric’ model of
heritage by a critical postcolonial politics of identity and memory-work.
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Seminar: 9 October
Seminar Questions
1. Do you consider cultural heritage to be ‘Eurocentric’? What does this say about
global agencies and concepts of ‘universal’ and ‘world heritage’?
2. What do you understand by ‘enchanted heritage’? What form should
conservation and heritage ‘after modernity’ take?

Essential Readings
1. Diane Barthel-Bouchier and Hui, Ming Min, "Places of Cosmopolitan memory"
in Globality studies journal GSJ, 5(7), 2007.
2. Byrne, D, 2004, Chartering Heritage in Asia’s Postmodern World, in Getty
Conservation Institute Newsletter, Conservation, 19:2

Week 3

Visit: Enlightenment Gallery, British Museum
Monday 14 October, 2pm

Lecture: 15 October, 4-6pm
Archival Imaginations and the Cultures of Collecting: Heritage
Epistemologies and the Emergence of Public Culture

‘Empire is a collection of countries and of populations; a country is a collection of
regions and peoples; each given people is a collection of individuals, divided into
governed and governors - that is, collectables and collectors’.
(Elsner and Cardinal 1994: iv)
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In this session we critically examine the relationships between cultural heritage,
museology and the archival imagination. We challenge traditional accounts of
cultural heritage and museology which promote linear histories and developmental
models of the evolution of these institutions and discourses by drawing on theories
of rupture, discontinuity and Foucault’s concept of the ‘episteme’. We thus use the
archival motif to critically review the history of the Euro-North American cultures of
collecting: from the Renaissance cabinets of curiosity to the institutionalisation of
public museums as centres of Enlightenment, Aesthetics and of Science. Our
objective is to problematise key motifs such as Benjamin’s ‘aura’ and Adorno’s
‘museal’ and to explore the tensions between the ‘shaping of knowledge’, its ‘representation’ and the rise of the ‘exhibitionary complex’.

Seminar: 16 October

Seminar questions
1. Why to institutions and individuals collect? How does this relate to the shaping
of knowledge and persons-object relationships?
2. Critically discuss the concepts of the ‘aura’ and ‘museal’. What implications do
they have for the critical study of museology and cultural heritage?

Essential Readings
1. Adorno, Theodor W., Weber, Shierry, Weber, Samuel, Prisms, 1st Edition, MIT
Press, 1981. Note: Valery Proust Museum (pp. 175-185)
2. Benjamin, W, 1968. The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,
Illuminations.
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Week 4

Lecture: 22 October, 4-6pm

Heritage and Destruction: New Perspectives on Iconoclasm and the Past in
the Present
‘People go to war because of how they see, perceive, picture, imagine and speak
of others: that is how they construct the difference of others as well as the
sameness of themselves through representation’ (Gregory 2004: 20)

The customary view of cultural heritage as an ideology and practice revolves
around the preciousness of the past and efforts to ‘safeguard’ and ‘protect’ objects,
sites, buildings and – as a sign of shifting concerns in the discipline – people. The
perceived ‘threat’ to heritage emanates from all sides. Conflict, negligence,
development, ignorance, ‘mother’ nature; the dangers facing treasured remnants of
the past are manifold and often inescapable. But in elevating certain features of the
past to the status of ‘heritage’ do we risk creating targets for destruction,
particularly in times of war? Should such destructive acts then be considered
‘crimes against culture’, of the same register as ‘crimes against humanity’?
Perhaps more fundamentally, is the very process of heritage designation and care
always about saving, or are some heritage acts themselves prefigured by a
destructive impulse? This session introduces a number of case studies and
theoretical perspectives to explore these concerns, problematising traditional
conceptions of cultural protection and iconoclasm, and bringing in new models of
heritage as a ‘renewable resource’.

Seminar: 23 October

Seminar Questions
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1.

Critically discuss the concept of “Crimes against Culture”? How does this

relate to debates concerning the past a renewable resource?
2.

How should we best understand ‘iconoclasm’? What are the critical

challenges to the term to be found in Latour’s conceptualization of ‘iconoclash’?

Essential Readings
1.

Gregory, D, 2007, ‘Defiled Cities’, in The Colonial Present: 107-143

2.

Latour,B, 2002. What Is Iconoclash? Or Is There a World Beyond the Image

Wars?

Week 5

Visit: [tbc] 28 October, 2pm
Lecture: 29 October, 4-6pm
‘Exhibiting Cultures’ and the Limits of Representation:
Colonising Identities and Postcolonial Transformations
‘Under the general heading of knowledge about the Orient, and within the umbrella
of Western hegemony over the Orient during the period from the end of the
eighteenth century, there emerged a complex Orient suitable for study in the
academy, for display in the museum, for reconstruction in the colonial office, for
theoretical illustration in anthropological, biological, linguistic, racial, and historical
theses about mankind and the universe …’ (Said [1978] 2003: 7)
The idea of ‘seeing’ another culture historically precedes the textual in critical
heritage and in museological paradigms. As such, we need to understand
something of historical and contemporary shifts of authority and the impact of new
technologies of representation in conceptualising and managing heritage resources
and in creating exhibitions. We look at the how heritage and museological
discourse have responded to the demands of those wanting to participate in their
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‘own’ representation. Through a critical review of literature the lecture highlights
problems of both conceptual and operational attempts to transform ‘World
Exhibitions’ and museum spaces from bastions of colonial nationhood into more
‘community-based’ settings that evoke different senses of belonging and inclusion.
One particular facet of the postcolonial, late capitalist age is the growing
democratisation of heritage resources and museum spaces and the recognition
and empowerment of diverse publics, cultural groups and ethnicities. These ideals
are expressed in the philosophy which underscores, for example, the rise of
‘comparative heritage discourses’, post-museology and the reconfiguration of
alternative technologies of representation: these include the ‘ecomuseum’,
indigenised

heritage

resources,

‘neighborhood/

community-museums’,

‘culture’/’ethnic-specific’ museums and virtual technologies of repatriation.

Seminar: 30 October

Seminar Questions
1. What do you understand by the term ‘exhibitionary complex’ and its associated
technologies of representation? How do these dynamics relate to historical and
contemporary shifts of authority and ethics of display?
2. What alternative ‘postcolonial’ approaches can be pursued by cultural heritage
and museological discourse in the ‘re-presentation’ of self and other?

Essential Reading
1. Mitchell, T., 1992. "Orientalism and the Exhibitionary Order" in Colonialism and
Culture by Dirks, Nicholas B., University of Michigan Press, pages 289-318.
2. Kreps, C, 2011. “Changing the Rules of the Road: Post-Colonialism and the
New Ethics of Museum Anthropology.” In Routledge Companion to Museum
Ethics: Redefining Museum Ethics in the 21st Century Museum. Janet
Marstine, ed. (London: Routledge)
[READING WEEK –4-8 Nov- NO LECTURES]
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Week 6

Lecture: 12 November, 4-6pm
Intangible Heritage: Rethinking Performance and ‘Living’ Traditions
“For many peoples, the intangible heritage is the vital source of an identity that is
deeply rooted in history” (UNESCO.ORG)

Building on recent debates concerning the safeguarding of intangible heritage, this
lecture examines the challenges that are raised for cultural institutions and
practitioners in the post-2003 Intangible Heritage Convention period. For a number
of critics, UNESCO’s approach to the safeguarding of cultural traditions is a topic of
severe criticism but to others it is a resource for new and alternative articulations of
heritage forms and values. The session looks at some projects for safeguarding
intangible heritage and their impact on cultural performers and practitioners and on
the processes of heritage designation.

Seminar: 13 November

Seminar Questions
1. What are the challenges and opportunities that ‘living’ and ‘intangible heritage’
confront the heritage and museum culture with both conceptually and
operationally?
2. Critically discuss the need to safeguard intangible heritage. What are the
challenges for culture bearers and heritage professionals? Support your ideas
with arguments from the literature and discuss examples of cultural
preservation.
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Essential Readings
1. Alivizatou, M. 2011. Intangible Heritage and Erasure: Rethinking Cultural
Preservation and Contemporary Museum Practice, International Journal of
Cultural Property 18 (1): 37-60.
2. Mitchell, J. P., 2006. "Performance" in Handbook of material culture by Tilley,
Chris, Sage, pages 384-401

Students are also asked to visit the UNESCO website and familiarise themselves
with the Intangible Heritage programme and List of Oral and Intangible
Masterpieces: http://www.unesco.org/culture/intangible-heritage/

Week 7

Visit: 18 November [tbc], 2pm
Lecture: 19 November, 4-6pm

Indigenising Heritage and Cultural Rights and Wrongs
‘Cultural rights remain the ‘Cinderella’ of the human rights family.’
(Niec 1998:176)

In this session, we consider new notions of ownership to emerge in cultural
property debates that are concerned with not only the tangible but also the
intangible or intellectual aspects of ‘cultural property’. Problematic concepts such
as cultural copyrights and patents that define, authenticate and lay claim to objects
and designs as cultural property add a further complex dimension to the already
hotly debated and politically contentious topics of ownership. These controversial
issues and calls for the restitution of cultural property and the return of human
remains are contexts in which heritage and museums discourse is directly and
deeply implicated. Demands from indigenous, minority and suppressed cultures to
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repossess their heritage from previous domination has thus wielded a critical edge,
confronting the heritage culture with its own complicity in the often violent
appropriation of land, artefacts (including ‘cultural treasures’ and secret sacred
material), human remains and in the scientific, cultural and intellectual colonisation
of other cultures. In this session we examine this context, and with reference to
contemporary debates on cultural rights and cultural property, we further explore
subsequent attempts to indigenise heritage, to reclaim land and to reinterpret
sacred sites.

Seminar: 20 October

Seminar Questions
1. How do concepts of indigenous identity and tradition say about (a) debates over
repatriation and (b) authenticity.
2. How does the concept of ‘ownership’ operate within discourses of cultural
rights? What alternative models of preservation and representation can be
found in indigenous practices?

Essential Readings
1. Chippendale, C, Mowal Jarlai, D, et al, 1988:Repainting of images on rock in
Australia and the maintenance of Aboriginal culture, Antiquity, 62:690-6
2. Singh, K, 2011, Repatriation Without Patria Repatriating for Tibet Journal of
Material Culture June 2010 vol. 15 no. 2 131-155

Week 8
Lecture: 26 November, 4-6pm

Negative Heritage:
Representation and Commemoration of Dark or Painful Pasts
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‘Constructing memory through the common sharing of pain is quite a different
activity from constructing it through collections in museums’ (Das 1995:196)

Sites and other materials relating to past tragedies and atrocities are often referred
to as negative, dark or painful heritage. These are often the most problematic and
contested forms of heritage, where debates around representation and
commemoration become focused.

Such sites include war memorials and

cemeteries, the remains of the World Trade Centre in Manhattan, Holocaust sites,
and the monuments of fallen dictatorships. Managing, studying and understanding
negative heritage is an important challenge, not least due to the often polarised
views of stakeholder communities. This lecture examines some of the challenges
presented by negative heritage, as well as some innovative approaches such as
the ‘counter-monument’ movement in Germany.

Seminar: 27 November

Seminar Questions
1. How should cultural heritage respond to contexts of loss and trauma?
2. What do you understand by the term ‘negative heritage’? In what ways is
heritage used in the representation and commemoration of dark or painful
pasts?

Essential Reading
1. Meskell, L. 2002. Negative heritage and past mastering in archaeology.
Anthropological Quarterly 75(3): 557-74. pages 557-574
2. Moshenska, G. 2010. Charred churches or iron harvests? Countermonumentality and commemoration of the London Blitz. Journal of Social
Archaeology 10(1): 5-27.
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Week 9

Visit: 2 December, tbc, 2pm
Lecture: 3 December, 4-6pm

Cultures in Motion: Wellbeing and Heritage Efficacies
‘Because exile, unlike nationalism, is fundamentally a discontinuous state of being.
Exiles are cut off from their roots, their land, their past ... Exiles feel, therefore, an
urgent need to reconstitute their broken lives, usually by choosing to see
themselves as part of a triumphant ideology or restored people. The crucial thing is
that a state of exile free from this triumphant ideology - designed to reassemble an
exile’s broken history into a new whole - is virtually unbearable, and virtually
impossible in today’s world’ (Said 1984: 163).

We shall explore the current theoretical debates within the growing literature on the
‘anthropology of tourism’ and the ‘mobility’ and ‘displacement’ of ‘cultures’. As such
we explore the phenomenon of roots-tourism as one of the key incentives
informing the contemporary development of heritage projects in both North and
South and explore its power to restage the heritage industry as a ‘return to origin’.
Alongside critiques which recast mobility/tourism as a neo-colonial force - and
which

emphasise the

exploitative

infrastructures of

commodification and

consumerism which accompany (are ‘exported’ by) the tourist industry - we also
turn our attention to the plight of exiles and refugees and their experience of
enforced cultural displacement. More specifically we explore the role of ‘objectwork’ and examine case-study contexts in which heritage resources, souvenirs,
mementoes play a central role in attempts to create therapeutic ‘transitional
objects’ It is this relationship between what anthropologists refer to as ‘objectpersons’ relationships which we will conclude and rehearse recent research which
addresses role of objects in refugee memory and identity-work.
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Seminar: 4 December

Seminar Questions
1. Discuss the different forms of heritage and tourism ‘commodification’. What are
the implications here for concepts of ‘roots’, ‘origins’, ‘authenticity’ and the
‘exotic.’?
2. Critically examine the relationships between cultural heritage and the
experience of (i) refuge-exiles and (ii) diaspora communities experience. How
does object-work feature in this context?

Essential Readings
1. Butler, B. [2011], Heritage as Pharmakon and the Muses as Deconstruction:
Problematising Curative Museologies and Heritage Healing, in The Thing About
Museums, [ed], S, Dudley: Leicester University Press. Ashgate Publishers,
Surrey.
2. Parkin, D., ‘Mementoes as Transitional Objects in Human Displacement’ in
Journal of Material Culture, 4(3), 1999

Week 10

Lecture: 10 December, 4-6pm
Heritage Futures: Concluding Discussion
Seminar: 11 December – What have we learnt?
Readings

1. Holtorf, C. & Fairclough, G., 2013. The New Heritage and re-shapings of the
past. In: A. Gonzalez-Ruibal (ed.) Reclaiming Archaeology: Beyond the Tropes of
Modernity. (London & New York: Routledge), pp. 197-210
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